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ON THE COVER 

Atrium Health Kenilworth Medical Plazas I and II
Charlotte, North Carolina
Beck Architecture
400,000+ SF

Situated a few blocks from its main hospital campus, Atrium Health Kenilworth Medical Plaza is in Charlotte’s 
bustling Midtown neighborhood. The new, state-of-the-art facility consists of two buildings and is a $228.1 
million investment in improved care. 

The five-story, 400,000 SF buildings house over 250 exam rooms and 20 specialty clinics that give the 
community access to outpatient care across the medical spectrum, including cardiovascular care at Atrium 
Health Sanger Heart & Vascular Institute.
  
The project follows a patient-first design strategy more common in hospitality spaces than healthcare. It is 
a unique solution for today, tomorrow, and beyond. The strategy is a mix of thoughtful design planning and 
strategic partnerships, including the special relationship between the project developer Pappas Properties 
and Atrium Health.
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INTRODUCTION

The Beck Group’s Cost Report features an overview of market pricing conditions in the regions and market 
sectors we serve. Our regional estimating teams compile local data. In addition, we gather inputs, and 
research from national sources, including AGC’s Ken Simonson, Autodesk Construction Outlook, and Ed 
Zarenski’s “Construction Analytics.” 

We also include perspectives from our regional preconstruction directors on the unique aspects happening 
in their regional markets.
 

• This report covers final building costs from June 2020 – Q2 2021. These costs are distinct and 
separate from input prices. 

• Input pricing remains volatile and inflationary. The degree to which input pricing increases extend to 
final bid prices is not the same across offices or projects. 

• When analyzing cost impacts locally, we observe what happens by region and by market sector to 
understand potential material and labor price increases. 

The overarching theme in this report centers around unpredictability in the construction market. Material price 
increase notices from suppliers coupled with labor shortages have created an environment of unpredictable 
inflation. When looking locally, we find that the markets we serve are nuanced. In some markets, the situation 
has left many wondering when the wave of inflation will ripple through to owners. In other areas, increases 
are already apparent in bids. 

Regardless of the situation, trust that at The Beck Group we work diligently to mitigate any challenges, 
including material and labor increases in your project bids and proposals.

Chad Schieber

Chief Marketing Officer

www.beckgroup.com
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MARKET INSIGHTS

THE ECONOMIC OUTLOOK IN CONSTRUCTION  
A CONTINUING TALE OF LABOR SHORTAGES, MATERIAL DEMAND, AND INFLATION

Data from national sources indicate the industry experienced a decline in annual inflation in 2020 from 
around 4.5 to 2.4 percent, mainly as a reaction to reduced volume early in the pandemic. However, inflation 
is expected to increase to around 3.2 percent by the end of 2021. Despite the increase, the amount remains 
under the annual average inflation of 4.5 percent. 
 
Interestingly, material prices (known as input prices or PPI) increased significantly. In most cases, the 
increases are due to material, labor, and production shortages.  Projects bidding in early spring 2021 did 
not see significant price increases, despite the dramatic material and labor costs. However, when assessing 
region-by-region, we saw bid prices for projects with late spring/early summer starts show increases passed 
through to bid prices, which contributes to overall cost increases.  

Much of the inflationary activity is challenging expectations that upward pricing pressures would have flowed 
through to the general contractor and owner community faster. But it is generally accepted that lower volume 
has suppressed margins and resulted in buffering much of the material and labor price increases from the 
trades. Nationally, construction volume in Q2 of 2021 was down 13 percent from the same period last year; 
however, this represents a recovery from the lows in mid-2020.  

Many assume input pricing increases have been absorbed through the bidding process in the form of lower 
margins to stay competitive and to fight for a share of the available work. As you will see in our regional 
reports, this is not true in every case.

As Q2 matured, some increases impacted bid prices and final building costs, especially in specific regional 
markets. The question becomes, “to what degree and extent?” Combined with labor shortages, the number 
of factors and variables affecting construction becomes a complicated puzzle.

National construction spending for the year is projected to be lower than in previous years and won’t return 
to normal until 2023. The good news is that the Architectural Billings Index has recovered this year and is 
currently (as of May) at 58.5, well above the lowest values from last year.  It is a challenge to plan for the rest of 
2021. If volume/spending remains low, then competition for projects will remain high. The resulting pressure 
on bid prices will remain keep inflation on building costs lower. If spending opens up and volume increases, 
more material and labor inflation could find its way into the market. We are hopeful that significant pricing 
pressures do not dampen a meaningful recovery.

Source: Ed Zarenski, “Construction Analytics.” 

www.beckgroup.com
https://edzarenski.files.wordpress.com/2021/05/inflation-construct-forecast-may-2021.pdf
https://edzarenski.files.wordpress.com/2021/05/inflation-construct-forecast-may-2021.pdf
https://www.aia.org/pages/6411804-abi-may-2021-business-conditions-strengthe
https://edzarenski.com/
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MARKET INSIGHTS

ATLANTA

Through the second half of 2020 and in early 2021, rising material prices were offset by subcontractor 
and vendor margins and keeping overall costs to owners steady. As vaccinations took hold in March, work 
transitioned from owners and developers to construction estimating departments.  

At the same time, material costs increased (again) and are at all-time highs. Subcontractors no longer need 
to cut margins to secure work. They are hesitant to take on risk because of the impact of cost increases 
or losses they will have to absorb due to supply chain issues. While some experts talk about a decrease in 
nonresidential construction volume, Atlanta is not experiencing it. There is pent-up demand from 2020 on 
top of a reasonable 2021 market:

• Multiple subcontractors turned down contracts in the last two months due to labor; work is outpacing 
labor availability.  

•  One drywall trade partner said pricing increased by 15 percent from just two and a half months earlier 
due to material escalation. 

•  The lead times for metal studs are 10-14 weeks.  

•  There is an uptick in electrical pricing from 10 percent over 2-3 months due to materials and light 
fixtures escalation.

Current market conditions warrant tracking escalation quarterly. Typically, escalation is one percent per 
quarter (3.5-4 percent annually). From March thru May, it was around 5 percent.

AUSTIN

Austin remains in a substantial period of growth. If half of the reported 43 commercial towers underway or in 
planning start construction in the next few years, the shape of downtown will be unrecognizable in the next 
decade.

The University of Texas continues to plan new projects and innovate for the future. We are working on a 
significant engineering building project and pursuing another science building for 2022. Baylor and Texas 
A&M are active with RFPs and new projects.   

If the escalating price of steel doesn’t kill or delay projects, the light industrial warehouse market will be 
robust. The Tesla Giga factory is a drain on labor. The company’s direct-hire strategy pays above-market 
wages, and impacts labor both on availability and costs. As Tesla continues, this strategy will be a challenge 
for local subcontractors. Out-of-town contractors who think they can use starter crews and hire “off the 
street” should proceed with caution.  

Material Escalation: phrases such as “crazy” and “never before seen” capture the mood of price escalation for 
steel, lumber, copper and wire. The latest story is a run on PVC pipe because of the home repairs caused by 
the February freeze. How long this will last is unknown. Lumber and steel prices follow supply and demand. 
 
While tighter subcontractor margins offset material escalation increases at the trade level, the overall Austin 
economy suggests a 6 percent project escalation for commercial construction. Multifamily escalation could 
be more severe at 10 percent plus. 

www.beckgroup.com
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MARKET INSIGHTS

DALLAS / FORT WORTH

The most significant influence on cost is material availability and raw material cost. The leading influencers of 
cost are steel, concrete and MEP trades. We have seen in the last quarter that all these trades either absorb 
the price increases or pass portions of the increases as a strategy to win work. We monitor and trend the 
awards in the market to inform our clients how to achieve the best value. 

North Texas is still a highly competitive market with construction remaining active. In recent pursuits, we have 
seen higher than average participation in the trade partner market. 

DENVER

Material availability, raw material cost, and labor are the most significant influences. By the end of Q2 2021, 
there was a substantial increase in total project cost per quarter, indicating project escalation. Trade partners 
are lowering fees to secure backlogs to offset high material prices.

This period of more than average escalation will continue thru Q3 and Q4 of 2021 and possibly into early 
2022.  Subcontractors are hesitant to guess the amount of escalation to hold in their area of expertise. We 
expect the supply chain will correct itself over the next year if total construction volume resumes above pre-
pandemic levels and supply chains have enough product purchased to operate.

Significant influencers of cost are steel, wood, metals, gypsum, and MEP trades. By the end of 2020 and Q1 
of 2021, most of these trades absorbed increases by lowering fees to win work. However, it is stopping as 
projects return, including institutional work, which is essential to support the growing city.

www.beckgroup.com
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MARKET INSIGHTS

FLORIDA

It is no secret that Florida was unique in its approach to the pandemic. Agree or disagree with the strategy; 
the economic impact was a net positive for the state. It led to increased business activity, lower retail and 
restaurant vacancy rates, and attractive business opportunities post-pandemic.  

The Tampa Bay Business Journal reports that Tampa Bay is “now in the top five markets under consideration 
for retailers and restaurants looking to expand.” Pre-pandemic, Tampa was in the top 15. For Beck, this 
equates to challenges managing material and labor price increases and shortages. The situation contrasts 
with other areas where reduced volume has been suppressing margins, resulting in a dampening effect on 
material and labor price increases.  

When regional volume remains strong, there is less pressure on the system to be aggressive with price 
increases.  As always, Beck and our partners collaborate to address potential inflation pressures and ensure 
labor shortages do not negatively affect the region’s ongoing success.

www.beckgroup.com
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MARKET COST ANALYSIS

We poll our preconstruction experts on current market pricing conditions in the markets we serve. As a result, 
the prices on individual projects are subject to vary depending on a project’s scope. To learn more, contact 
your local expert on page 17 for a consultation and to provide an accurate estimate for your project.

OFFICE
ATLANTA AUSTIN DALLAS/

FORT WORTH DENVER FLORIDA CHARLOTTE

CORE & SHELL OFFICE BUILDING (1-4 
STORIES) Cost/SF 
Cost represent a low-rise office building, utilizing a 
site-cast, tiltwall panel exterior façade with moderate 
architectural detailing and minimal exterior elements. 
Superstructure is comprised of steel joist/joist 
girder construction.  Interior elements are limited to 
core/shell services only.  Tenant improvements and 
sitework are excluded.

$118-144 $117-143 $114-139 $121-148 $117-142 $115-141

CORE & SHELL OFFICE BUILDING (4-6 
STORIES) Cost/SF
Cost represent a mid-rise office building, utilizing 
a CIP flat-plate superstructure.  Exterior envelope 
is comprised of moderate architectural detailing, 
including 50% curtainwall elements and 50% solid 
materials.  Interior elements are limited to core/shell 
services only.  Tenant improvements, related parking, 
and sitework are excluded.

$145-177 $143-175 $139-170 $148-181 $143-174 $141-172

CORE & SHELL OFFICE BUILDING (7+ STORIES) 
Cost/SF
Cost represent a high-rise office building, utilizing 
a CIP pan slab superstructure.  Exterior envelope 
is comprised of moderate architectural detailing 
and 100% curtainwall materials.  Interior elements 
are limited to core/shell servcies only.  Tenant 
improvements, related parking, and sitework are 
excluded.

$161-196 $159-194 $155-189 $165-201 $159-194 $157-192

TENANT IMPROVEMENTS Cost/ SF
Cost represent interior finish-out of all non-core/shell 
spaces with moderate finishes, a blend of open-office 
and hard-wall personal and public meeting spaces, 
and average services/amenities.  Excludes retail and/
or restaurant spaces.

$69-116 $68-114 $67-111 $71-118 $68-114 $68-113

www.beckgroup.com
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MARKET COST ANALYSIS

 HEALTHCARE
ATLANTA AUSTIN DALLAS/

FORT WORTH DENVER FLORIDA CHARLOTTE

ACUTE CARE HOSPITAL 
Cost/SF $427-522 $422-516 $425-520 $438-536 $422-515 $417-510

FREE STANDING EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT 
Cost/SF $332-406 $328-401 $321-392 $341-417 $328-401 $324-396

AMBULATORY SURGERY CENTER 
Cost/SF $380-464 $375-459 $366-448 $390-476 $375-458 $371-453

MEDICAL OFFICE BUILDING
Cost/SF 

$207-311 $205-307 $200-300 $213-319 $205-307 $202-303

PATIENT FLOOR RENOVATIONS
Cost/SF $237-290 $235-287 $229-280 $244-298 $234-286 $232-283

EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT RENOVATIONS
Cost/SF $214-261 $211-258 $206-252 $219-268 $211-258 $208-255

DIAGNOSTIC & TREATMENT RENOVATIONS
Cost/SF $285-348 $281-344 $275-336 $292-357 $281-344 $278-340

www.beckgroup.com
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MARKET COST ANALYSIS

 HIGHER EDUCATION
ATLANTA AUSTIN DALLAS/

FORT WORTH DENVER FLORIDA CHARLOTTE

RESIDENCE HALLS Cost/SF
Cost represents a mid-rise structure utilizing a CIP flat 
slab superstructure. Exterior envelope is comprised 
of moderate architectural detailing with 25% punched 
openings and 75% solid materials. Interior elements 
include all areas from public, BOH & service areas, and 
residence rooms. Related ground and structured parking, 
FFE, and sitework are excluded.

$254-338 $250-334 $245-326 $260-347 $250-334 $247-330

GENERAL CLASSROOM AND OFFICE BUILDINGS 
Cost/SF
Cost represents a mid-rise office building, utilizing a CIP 
flat-plate superstructure.  Exterior envelope is comprised 
of moderate architectural detailing, including 50% 
curtainwall elements and 50% solid materials.  Interior 
elements include all areas from public, BOH & service 
areas, classrooms and office.  Related parking and 
sitework are excluded.

$352-431 $348-425 $340-415 $361-442 $348-425 $344-420

SCIENCE & LAB BUILDINGS Cost/SF
Cost represents a low to mid-rise building, utilizing a 
CIP pan slab plate superstructure. Exterior envelope is 
comprised of moderate architectural detailing, including 
50% curtainwall elements and 50% solid materials. 
Interior elements are limited to core/shell services only. 
Related parking and sitework are excluded.

$475-580 $469-563 $458-560 $497-595 $469-573 $463-566

RESIDENCE HALLS RENOVATION Cost/SF
Cost represents renovation of existing residence hall 
rooms, limited to new MEP systems, interior finishes and 
fixtures only. It specifically excludes reconfiguration or 
layout of spaces. 

$231-282 $228-279 $223-272 $237-289 $228-278 $225-275

GENERAL CLASSROOM AND OFFICE BUILDINGS 
RENOVATION Cost/SF
Cost represents renovation of existing office and 
classrooms areas, limited to new MEP systems 
and interior finishes only. It specifically excludes 
reconfiguration of layout of spaces.

$184-225 $182-222 $178-217 $189-231 $182-222 $180-220

SCIENCE & LAB BUILDINGS RENOVATION Cost/SF
Cost represents renovation of existing office and 
classrooms areas, limited to new MEP systems 
and interior finishes only.  It specifically excludes 
reconfiguration of layout of spaces.

$381-466 $376-460 $367-449 $391-478 $376-459 $371-454

www.beckgroup.com
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MARKET COST ANALYSIS

FAITH-BASED
ATLANTA AUSTIN DALLAS/

FORT WORTH DENVER FLORIDA CHARLOTTE

WORSHIP SPACE Cost/SF
Cost represents a building whose program is primarily 
centered on a worship-type space, but may contain a 
mixture of other spaces.  Structure types are generally one 
or two level structures and often include long-span trusses.  
Exterior envelope is comprised of 20% glass elements 
(mixed), and 80% solid materials. Interior elements include 
all areas from public, BOH, & service areas, classrooms and 
office. Related parking, sitework, and A/V finish-out are 
excluded.

$363-443 $353-438 $350-428 $372-455 $358-437 $354-433

CHAPEL Cost/SF
Cost represents a building whose program is primarily 
centered on a smaller, chapel type worship space.  Structure 
types will vary greatly, as will exterior envelope. Full finishes 
of interior elements are included. Related parking, sitework, 
and A/V finish-out are excluded.

$402-491 $397-485 $387-473 $412-504 $396-484 $392-479

EDUCATION SPACE Cost/SF
Cost represents a building whose program is primarily 
centered on educational/classroom space. Structure types 
will vary greatly, as will exterior envelope options. Full 
finishes of interior element are included.  Related parking 
and sitework are excluded.

$247-319 $244-315 $238-308 $253-327 $243-315 $241-311

OFFICE Cost/SF
Cost represents a building whose program is primarily 
centered on office and administrative space.  Structure 
types will vary greatly, as will exterior envelope options. Full 
finishes of interior element are included. Related parking and 
sitework are excluded.

$242-296 $239-292 $234-285 $248-304 $239-292 $236-289

WORSHIP SPACE, RENOVATION Cost/SF
Cost represents renovation of existing worship and related 
spaces, limited to new MEP systems and interior finishes 
only. It specifically excludes reconfiguration of layout of 
spaces.

$141-172 $139-170 $136-166 $144-176 $139-170 $137-168

EDUCATION SPACE, RENOVATION Cost/SF
Cost represents renovation of educational spaces, limited to 
new MEP systems and interior finishes only.  It specifically 
excludes reconfiguration of layout of spaces.

$179-218 $176-216 $172-210 $183-224 $176-215 $174-213

OFFICE, RENOVATION Cost/SF
Cost represents renovation of office and administrative 
spaces, limited to new MEP systems and interior finishes 
only. It specifically excludes reconfiguration of layout of 
spaces.

$151-185 $149-182 $146-178 $155-189 $149-182 $147-180

www.beckgroup.com
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MARKET COST ANALYSIS

 PARKING
ATLANTA AUSTIN DALLAS/

FORT WORTH DENVER FLORIDA CHARLOTTE

SURFACE PARKING Cost/Space
Cost represents a relatively flat site with cast-in-place 
concrete, parking striping, and appropriate signage.

$4,228-
5,167

$4,176- 
5,104

$4,076-4,982
$4,337-
5,301

$4,171-
5,098

$4,124-5,040

GARAGE PRECAST (ABOVE GRADE, 350 SF/SPACE)
Cost/Space
Cost represents an efficient 3-5 level, precast 
superstructure, with pre-topped double-tees, sheer walls, 
and spandrel panels serving as both vehicle impact barrier 
system and architectural façade elements. Limited to no 
interior finishes other than required vertical circulation. No 
below-grade parking. Other sitework is excluded.

$19,946-
25,487

$19,700-
25,173

$19,231-24,573
$20,461-
26,144

$19,678-
25,144

$19,454-
24,858

GARAGE CAST IN PLACE (ABOVE GRADE, 350 SF/
SPACE) Cost/Space
Cost represents an efficient 3-5 level, CIP flat-plate 
superstructure, with barrier cable system as vehicle impact 
barrier, and precast spandrel panels as architectural façade 
elements. Limited to no interior finishes other than required 
vertical circulation.  No below-grade parking. Other sitework 
is excluded.

$26,595-
33,983

$26,676-
33,564

$25,641-
32,764

$20,200-
24,255

$26,237-
33,525

$25,939-
33,144

UNDERGROUND PARKING (400 SF/SPACE)
Cost/Space 
Cost represents an efficient 3-5 level structure with 2 
additional levels of below-grade parking. CIP flat-plate 
superstructure, with barrier cable system as vehicle impact 
barrier, and precast spandrel panels as archictectural 
facade elements. Limited to no interior finishes other than 
required vertical circulation. Other sitework is excluded.

$35,618-
64,113

$35,113-
63,323

$34,341- 
61,813

$46,000-
55,200

N/A
$34,740-
65,532

 

SITEWORK
ATLANTA AUSTIN DALLAS/

FORT WORTH DENVER FLORIDA CHARLOTTE

<5 ACRES, URBAN Cost/AC
Cost represents an urban site, less than 5 Acres in total 
area.  Assumes a clear & grubbed site, and excludes 
demolition costs. Cost includes underground utilities from 
an accessible point at the perimeter of the site to a point of 
connection 5’ outside of the building and has allowances for 
landscaping, hardscaping, and parking area. 

$427,421-
522,403

$422,150- 
515,961

$412,088- 
503,663

$438,442- 
535,873

$421,- 
515,376

$416,879- 
505,519

5-15 ACRES Cost/AC
Cost represents a site between 5-15 acres in total area. 
Assumes a clear & grubbed site, and excludes demolition 
costs. Cost includes underground utilities from an accessible 
point at the perimeter of the site to a point of connection 5’ 
outside of the building and has allowances for landscaping, 
hardscaping, and parking area.  

$379,930- 
464,359

$375,245- 
458,632

$366,300-
447,700

$389,726-
476,332

$374,819- 
458,112

$370,559- 
452,906

>15 ACRES Cost/AC
Cost represents a site greater than 15 acres in total area. 
Assumes a clear & grubbed site, and excludes demolition 
costs.Cost includes underground utilities from an accessible 
point at the perimeter of the site to a point of connection 5’ 
outside of the building and has allowances for landscaping, 
hardscaping, and parking area. 

$332,439- 
406,314

$328,339- 
401,303

$320,513- 
391,738

$341,010- 
416,790

$327,996- 
400,848

$332,239- 
396,293

www.beckgroup.com
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INDUSTRY INFLUENCERS

EMPLOYMENT AND EMPLOYMENT GROWTH

Over a year after the initial pandemic outbreak, the US construction labor market has remained relatively solid. 
The construction unemployment rate rose to 7.5 percent in June from May’s 6.7 percent. The unemployment 
rate in construction is likely to decline due to the increased construction activity. However, almost 80 percent 
of firms across the country expect it to be more difficult to hire key positions in the future due to labor 
shortages. National unemployment in the industry spiked to 16.6 percent in April of 2020, but has since been 
holding at about 9 percent for the first months of 2021. 

The most current data available on architectural employment is from May, and it shows architectural services 
employment continued a steady rebound adding a total of 4,100 new jobs added through the first few months 
of the year. The employment in the sector is now back to 2019 levels and is just 4,800 jobs below its pre-
pandemic peak.

Inflation remains an ongoing concern. The Produce Price Index (PPI) for final demand, a measure of inflation, 
increased by 0.8 percent in May, and is up by 6.6 percent from one year ago. The PPI for construction 
materials and components has increased to 3.9 percent in May alone. This is up by 17.0 percent from May 
2020. Lumber prices have started to stabilize but steel prices are continuing to rise. 

Sources | : abc.org | ccorpinsights.com | aia.org | bls.gov
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www.beckgroup.com
https://www.abc.org/
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INDUSTRY INFLUENCERS

INPUT PRICES AND CONSTRUCTION SPENDING

Construction input prices are slowly increasing in the most recent reporting from the U.S. Bureau of Labor 
Statistics Producer Price Index data. 

Sources: abc.org | bls.gov | census.gov | ccorpinsights.com

CONSTRUCTION SPENDING (IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS) 

CHANGE MAY ‘21 FROM -

JAN ‘21 FEB ‘21 MAR ‘21 APR ‘21 MAY ‘21 APR ‘21 MAY ‘20

Total Construction 1,549,793 1,533,252 1,548,555 1,549,488 1,545,272 -0.3 7.5

Nonresidential 809,038 794,969 794,416 790,379 784,542 -0.7 -7.1

Total Private Construction 1,194,647 1,187,641 1,203,689 1,206,795 1,203,308 -0.3 13.2

Nonresidential 463,398 458,375 458,674 456,541 451,561 -1.1 -5.8

Total Public Construction 355,146 345,611 344,866 342,694 341,964 -0.2 -8.7

Nonresidential 365,640 336,594 335,743 333,837 332,980 -0.3 -8.9

PRODUCER PRICE INDEX - LAST 12 MONTHS

Prestressed Concrete Products 0.0%

AC Paving Mixtures and Blocks 0.1%

Asphalt Roofing & Siding 3.7%

Concrete Block and Brick 3.7%

Concrete Pipe 3.3%

Ready-Mixed Concrete 0.8%

Precast Concrete Products 4.1%

Brick and Structural Clay Tile 3.3%

Plastic Construction Products 8.0%

Flatt Glass 1.9%

Gypsum Products 5.1%

Insulation Materials 5.4%

Lumber and Plywood 56.0%

Architectural Coatings 2.4%

Steel Pipe and tube 10.1%

Copper and Brass Mill Shapes 30.9%

Aluminum Mill Shapes 3.9%

Sheet Metal Products 2.2%

Fabricated Structural Steel 2.8%

Metal Bar Joists & Rebar 3.7%

Construction Machinery Equipment 1.3%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

www.beckgroup.com
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INDUSTRY INFLUENCERS

AIA BILLINGS INDEX 

In May, the AIA billings score increased to 58, indicating continued improving business conditions for 
architecture firms. The score of 58 is one of the highest ever reported. Architecture firm billings continued to 
expand at firms across the country inn May, with all regions seeing billings growth for the third consecutive 
month. Significant work remains in the pipeline with inquiries, with inquires into new projects remaining high, 
and the value of new design contracts rising to a new all-time high in the eleven year history of that index. 
Billings are growing rapidly for multifamily residential specialization, following a modest decline early last 
winter.

INDUSTRY CONFIDENCE INDEX

Firms are beginning to see a market recovery despite labor shortages and materials cost hikes. ENR’s latest 
Construction Industry Confidence Index survey increased 11 points to a 51 rating in the first quarter of 2021 
and surged 17 points to a 68 rating in the second quarter. The index measures executive sentiment about 
the market; a rating above 50 shows a growing market. The current ratings are comparable to the previous 
record of 15 points between the fourth quarter of 2011 and the first quarter of 2012. The index rose across 
all markets, with the exception of power. The recovery of the construction industry seems to be in line with 
the overall US economy.

Source:  enr.com | aia.org

YEARLY CONFIDENCE INDEX

Q2 2020 Q3 2020 Q4 2020 Q1 2021 Q2 2021

51
68

ARCHITECTURE BILLINGS INDEX

Jan ‘21 Feb ‘21 Mar ‘21 Apr ‘21 May ‘21

57 58
44

55 55

36 38 40

www.beckgroup.com
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NATIONAL RESOURCES

Below is a snapshot of what national publications report in the design and construction industry.

AIA Architecture Billings Index 

ENR Quarterly Cost Reports

Dodge Data & Analytics Newsroom 

ULI Industry Insights

FMI Insights

Cumming Insights Construction Market Analysis

Insights on Engineering, Construction & Building Materials

www.beckgroup.com
https://www.enr.com/articles/51475-q-cost-report-industry-executives-see-the-market-stabilizing-in-2021 
https://www.construction.com/news
https://www.aia.org/pages/6411804-abi-may-2021-business-conditions-strengthe 
https://urbanland.uli.org/
https://www.fminet.com/industry-outlooks/
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/engineering-construction-and-building-materials/our-insights
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/engineering-construction-and-building-materials/our-insights
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/engineering-construction-and-building-materials/our-insights
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/engineering-construction-and-building-materials/our-insights
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/engineering-construction-and-building-materials/our-insights
https://mcusercontent.com/f3fd6f149a0c039fb3efbd70f/files/6fadc55c-d279-4ead-b912-b4593edec2b4/CCORP21Q1_MarketOverview.pdf
https://mcusercontent.com/f3fd6f149a0c039fb3efbd70f/files/6fadc55c-d279-4ead-b912-b4593edec2b4/CCORP21Q1_MarketOverview.pdf
https://mcusercontent.com/f3fd6f149a0c039fb3efbd70f/files/6fadc55c-d279-4ead-b912-b4593edec2b4/CCORP21Q1_MarketOverview.pdf
https://mcusercontent.com/f3fd6f149a0c039fb3efbd70f/files/6fadc55c-d279-4ead-b912-b4593edec2b4/CCORP21Q1_MarketOverview.pdf
https://www.enr.com/economics/quarterly_cost_reports
https://www.construction.com/news
https://www.aia.org/resources/10046-the-architecture-billings-index
https://urbanland.uli.org/
https://www.fminet.com/gain-new-insights/
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/engineering-construction-and-building-materials/our-insights
https://mcusercontent.com/f3fd6f149a0c039fb3efbd70f/files/6fadc55c-d279-4ead-b912-b4593edec2b4/CCORP21Q1_MarketOverview.pdf
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CONTACT INFORMATION

For questions, please reach out to your market contact: 

ATLANTA 

David Hutchison  
Director of Client Services
DavidHutchison@beckgroup.com 
404 949 2307

Jeff Landefeld
Preconstruction Director
JeffLandefeld@beckgroup.com
404 949 2308

Carter Vecera
Preconstruction Director
CarterVecera@beckgroup.com
512 997 5003

Ryan Therrell
Director of Client Services
RyanTherrell@beckgroup.com 
512 997 5013

AUSTIN/
HOUSTON 

Chad Prochaska
Preconstruction Director
ChadProchaska@beckgroup.com
214 303 6499

Chad Schieber
Chief Marketing Officer 
ChadSchieber@beckgroup.com 
214 303 6279

DALLAS 

Matt Murray 
Preconstruction Executive
MattMurray@beckgroup.com
720 630 3075

Doug Spuler 
Principal, Architecture 
DougSpuler@beckarchitecture.com 
720 215 3238

DENVER

FLORIDA

FORT WORTH

MEXICO CITY

Jeff Ratcliff 
Operations Manager
JeffRatcliff@beckgroup.com
214 802 1538

Sean Wilson 
National Director of Healthcare
SeanWilson@beckgroup.com 
980 283 3401

CHARLOTTE

Mark Mendelson
Preconstruction Director
MarkMendelson@beckgroup.com
813 282 3900

Caroline Vostrejs
Director of Client Services
CarolineVostrejs@beckgroup.com 
813 387 5339

Moises Ramirez
Preconstruction Director
MoisesRamirez@beckgroup.com
55 2623 0325

Humberto Trevino
General Director
HumbertoTrevino@beckgroup.com
55 2623 0325

Dan McCollum 
Preconstruction Executive
DanMcCollum@beckgroup.com
817 235 7678

Scot Bennett
Regional Director
ScotBennett@beckgroup.com 
817 255 7808

www.beckgroup.com
mailto:MarkMendelson%40beckgroup.com?subject=Beck%20Cost%20Report%20Contact
mailto:MoisesRamirez%40beckgroup.com%0D?subject=Beck%20Cost%20Report%20Contact
mailto:MoisesRamirez%40beckgroup.com%0D?subject=Beck%20Cost%20Report%20Contact
mailto:TedRicciardello%40beckgroup.com%0D?subject=Beck%20Cost%20Report%20Contact
mailto:TedRicciardello%40beckgroup.com%0D?subject=Beck%20Cost%20Report%20Contact
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